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In recent years, studying grammar is the attention of scholars in circles of
Chinese as a foreign language. And Research on foreign students' acquisition of
Chinese structural auxiliary words also has some achievements, but these studies
analysis has certain limitations. The detailed study of Thai local students'
acquisition of Chinese structural auxiliary is insufficient.
The learning through the author's own experience, the students’ homework, as
well as the use of structural auxiliary word "de" in the corpus of Beijing Language
University HSK dynamic composition corpus, found that the Thai students
learning Chinese in the structure auxiliary word "de" is often present bias, and the
mistakea are generally: structural auxiliary word "de" mix, structural auxiliary word
"de" implicit and explicit problem is not clear and so on. In order to further
understand and study of Thai students' acquisition of Chinese structural auxiliary
word "de" errors, the author read related books and papers, understand Chinese
structural auxiliary word "de" grammar meaning. On this basis, the author design
and carry out questionnaire investigation.
The questionnaire results showed that the average correct rate of the Thai
students in mixing use of "de", the position of "de" and implicit and explicit
problem of “de”, China and Thai structural auxiliary word translation problems are
relatively low. The most serious is missing, then is adding, the last is taking
mistakes. The reasons are complex, the objective factors including the negative
transfer of Thai, the generalization of Chinese and the lacking of research,
teaching materials and teachers. Personal reasons are complex too, including
grade, age of the respondents, will also affect the bias. And random checks and
analysis sentences that using Chinese structural particle "de" in the HSK dynamic
corpus of Beijing Language and Culture University.













students' Chinese auxiliary teaching should consider the problem oriented, such
as teach whom, teach what, how to teach and so on. According to these
reflections, the author propose some suggestions for Chinese teaching, including
strengthen teaching strategies, improve teaching materials and tools, reinforce
the guidance of teachers. Finally, the author design two teaching plans of “de”,
from the five aspects of education, namely teaching object, teaching content,
teaching objectives and priorities, teaching procedure, summary of education.
Hoping to help Thai students to study Chinese structural auxiliary better.
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